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What does it mean
&

How Should We Be 
Thinking

Hummingbird Outtakes 
- An Infrastructure Update



"Succeeding in SEO will be the same as it's always 
been if you're doing it right – give the users a great 

experience.“

Matt Cutts – Google

Infographic

http://holykaw.alltop.com/googles-200-ranking-factors-the-complete-list-infographic


Best bars at Gatwick

Where to drink in 
Gatwick Terminal 2

Best Bars at Gatwick Airport

Terminal 1
Fred’s
Joe’s
Brian’s

Terminal 2
Colin’s
Harry’s
Norman’s

Google Wants 
To 

Understand 
That This 
Page Can 

Satisfy Both 
Queries

• More traffic opportunities for great content that does not do perfect keyword 
targeting.

• Sites without social or endorsement factors but with good keyword targeting 
may struggle.

• Google wants BETTER content and MORE content

The General Principle



• Google says LT is a very big proportion of the Web 
search traffic. 

• From 20% up to 50% of all the queries

• 18% or 20% of all searches Google says are extremely 
long tail, meaning they've never seen them before.

• This impacts on the Ads that they serve – they want to 
serve the right ads to get the most clicks and most $’s.

Long Tail Searches



How To Check The LT Terms

• Google Rewarding Better 
Content and More Content

• Harder for people to target 
long tail phrases.

• Tools – SEM Rush, 
Ubersuggest, Google



Keyword Ranking Advice 
& 

Their Relevance



The Past 

Traditionally one of the key reporting requirements.

Tools include: Market Samurai, Link Assistant (Rank Checker); Web CEO; 
Bright Local.

BUT:

• Tends to ignore long tail.

• Does not take into effect the Hummingbird rewriting of the query.

• Changing SERPS mean being number 1 may not be as important as it was.





More Relevant Metrics

• Keyword Index
Bundle target terms together to see whether the move is 
up or down

Reach
Referral traffic
Social 
People care about the totality of traffic



More Relevant Metrics



More Relevant Metrics



More Relevant Metrics



Goal Setting



Goal Setting



• Endorsement
Links
Mentions
Press
Social Authority

• KPI
Business Objectives
Goals/conversions 
Assisted Conversions

More Relevant Metrics



How to Write Meta 
Descriptions



An Organic Result Broken Down
Basic Elements: 3 Main Components

• Title: Google often uses the page title specified in your HTML. 

• URL: Google experiments with the position and appearance of URLs to provide 
better information for searchers. E.G. it may use a site’s navigational structure to 
provide breadcrumbs instead of or next to a specific URL to let searchers know 
what section they’re headed to after they click.

• Description: Google calls this the snippet or meta description. Google usually 
chooses the description you write and use in your page’s HTML meta tag — if it 
contains the best possible information to display for a given search. Otherwise, 
Google will excerpt information from the actual page’s content.



Additional Elements

Date: Sometimes, especially for articles, Google automatically displays a date before 
your excerpt:

Authorship: If you’ve properly implemented Google Authorship, you’re likely to see a 
result that include your byline and headshot, like this:



Additional Elements

Microdata: Rich Snippets = results with more detailed information taken 
from schema or other microdata code that you add to your page. :

Sitelinks: You can’t create them, but you can edit them in your Google Webmaster Tools



Do’s and Don’ts

DO

• 139 – 156 characters

• Place target keyword near the 
front to validate the search

• Try to persuade the click 

• Meta Description – a 
persuasive group of words 
about the page.

• Focus of the relevance to the 
page and then features and 
benefits.

• Call to action

DON’T

• SHOUT WITH CAPS

• randomly Capitalise (UX)

• Use special characters  -
especially “ marks

• Stuff description with 
keywords

• Don’t duplicate

http://www.seomofo.com/snippet-optimizer.html





SEO 
For

Mobile



Visitor Analytics

• Is your 
audience 
mobile?

• How fast 
is it 
growing?





What Business Are You In?
For ecommerce

• 35% of mobile visitors in 2012 have made a purchase on a smartphone (Source: Google)

• However, only 2/3 of internet users have made online purchases, meaning that mobile 
visitors are really only about half as likely to make a purchase as desktop visitor. 

• But as the web becomes more mobile-friendly that number is only going to increase.

For offline companies

• 70% of shoppers used a mobile phone while shopping during the 2012 holiday season

• 62% of those shoppers looked at the store's site or app. 

• Giving visitors a great user experience can actually increase offline sales – e.g.coupons, 
reviews of in store items, and more product details.

For informational sites

• Some companies that provide articles and content rather than products think that visitors 
wouldn't want to spend the time reading their long form content on a mobile device.

• However The New York Times invested in a great mobile site and now 1/3 of its traffic is 
mobile. 



2 Content Options

SAME CONTENT AS MAIN 
SITE

DIFFERENT CONTENT AS 
MAIN SITE

But First:
What are you goals?  
- Are they the same for the main and mobile sites?  = Probably the 
same content.
Determine goals internally and measure through analytics.



Responsive

– Advantages

• Once built changes are reflected on both sites.

• Links that point to main site also point to mobile.

• Visitor experience in seamless

• The will write shorter content to work on the mobile 
platform.



Technology

– Disadvantages

• Time and Cost
– Roll out across the most important pages.

• Page Load Times
– Get rid of Flash – html 5 overcomes this.

– Images can be served dynamically – so can appear smaller.

– Complicate javascript can usually be simplified.

Responsive



Technology

• Separate Mobile Sites

– Advantages
• Can have different design and content

• The main site needs no redesign.

• Initial build is easier.

• Easier from a project management perspective.

– Disadvantages
• The perception that “responsive” is better.

Separate



Technology

Dynamic Serving

• Server detects the device before returning content and 
serves the response on a single URL (as it does with 
responsive). The difference is that the content that’s 
loaded onto that URL may be different depending on the 
device type.

• Good if loading the full content from the desktop version 
would slow the mobile page down, but more 
complicated to implement.

Dynamic



Mobile To Desktop and Desktop To Mobile
• Mobile user-agents that access the desktop pages should be 

redirected to the mobile versions

• Desktop user-agents that access the mobile pages should be 
redirected to the desktop versions.

SEO



Mobile and Meta

• Google uses a single index for serving content to desktop and 
mobile users, but clusters the desktop and mobile pages 
together and serves the appropriate version. In addition to 
redirects between them, you can add meta data to send 
signals to Google to make this mapping clear.

• Rel=canonical

Mobile & Meta



Ranking and Mobile

• When someone searches Google from a smartphone, they search the 
same index as a desktop. Google clusters the desktop and mobile pages

• Searchers see the desktop version of the URL listed

• When the searcher clicks, Google loads the mobile version, not the 
desktop version (this improves the user experience because the page 
loads faster).

• Mobile issues that prevent a good UX may hinder the site’s ranking well 
for mobile searchers. Desktop impact remains unaffected.

Ranking & Mobile



Page Load Times

• 1 second latency for pages loaded on Smartphones study 
found a 9.4% decrease in page views, a 9.3% increase in 
bounce rate, and a 3.5% drop in conversions.

• Google wants to send searchers to pages that provide the best 
experience, and slow loading pages hinder that. So slower 
pages may not rank as well.

Page Load Times 



Conversion Rate Optimisation

“According to three out every five 
companies, CRO is crucial to their overall 

digital marketing strategy.”
- Source: Econsultancy



Conversion Rate Optimisation

The goal of CRO is not to manipulate visitors into 
converting. It’s to ease the journey of already 
interested or engaged visitors through your 
website until they’ve achieved the outcome they 
desired themselves.





Check List

What are your competitors USPs?

Map Out The Sales Process

What are your fears, concerns

What are the needs of your customers

List reasons why people can’t buy

Ensure Goals and Sales are being tracked

Look for backend data – cancellation rates

Use tools to test – Qualaroo, Optimizely

Design – keep it on brand – driven by research

Review

Roll Out Site Wide



Where To Start? 
- The Site Audit



Site Audit
- Make sure your site is not undermining you.
Check for site visibility

Check for meta errors

Check for broken links 

Check content

Check for link text errors

Check your backlink profile

Check page speed



Google Webmaster Tools



Google Webmaster Tools



Other Tools

• Raven Tools – www.raventools.com PAID

• Screaming Frog – FREE and PAID

• Open Site Explorer – www.opensiteexplorer.org –
FREE

• Ahrefs - https://ahrefs.com/site-explorer/ FREE and 
PAID

http://www.raventools.com/
http://www.opensiteexplorer.org/
https://ahrefs.com/site-explorer/


Ahrefs



SEO For Content/Topics 
Instead of Keywords and 

Ranking



The Old Model
• SEO = Keyword Rankings

• Starts with KW Research

• Create Landing Pages around those terms

• Get links to optimise the content for rankings

• Measure success based on rankings and quality of 
traffic



The Problem
• Keyword Rankings does not take into account traffic from 

other sources.

• Creating landing pages may overlap, create a lot of work and 
user confusion.

• Page tends to rank for one term v a group of keywords in a 
topic.

• GA no longer enables you to measure traffic per keyword –
only to a page.



Now
• SEO = broad performance of search traffic and pages receiving 

search visits.

• Keyword Research relevant – but only to define groups of 
terms and phrases to be served by 1 piece of content.

• Optimise for keyword AND “amplification” via links, email, 
social and word of mouth.

• Measure success on how search traffic to a given landing page 
actually performs.



Ways to get 
Better 

Ranking 



• Make Your Snippets Better by:
Adding Author Profile

Adding Video Snippets

Rich Snippet Mark-up

Changing The Title (Meta) – make it more compelling

Changing The Description

Or Even Changing The URL (URL Friendly)

Ways To Get Better Rankings - 1



• Make Your Destination Page Better:

Reduce Bounce Rates

Increase The Opportunity 

Rich Snippet Mark-up

Ways To Get Better Rankings - 1



How To Add Rel Author



• Increase The Crawl Bandwidth Ratio:

Reduce the Volume of Poor 
Quality Pages Linking to Good 
Pages  
Enhance
Combine
Remove.

Ways To Get Better Rankings - 3 



• Page Speed

Ways To Get Better Rankings - 3 

Google Penalises
Users Penalise and Bounce



• Leverage Your Network

Ways To Get Better Rankings - 4 

If someone likes your product/service 
then ask them to share their review 
with their own network.
e.g Email Signature – “if what we have 
done for you has been helpful then please share our website with 
your friends”



Page is popular but not from organic sources

Tweak Meta
Page Probably Not Keyword Targeted
Content Probably OK
Maybe URL rewrite with a 301
If rewrite then share it

• High Engagement (Low Bounce) But Low 
Organic Traffic

Ways To Get Better Rankings - 5 



Classic Competitor Link Building – Are Links 
Important

Ways To Get Better Rankings - 6 

Analyse Backlink Profile of Competitors
Draw Up Shortlist of Targets By 
How Easy They would be to contact.

Tools = www.opensiteexplorer.org
www.raventools.com

http://www.opensiteexplorer.org/
http://www.raventools.com/


Content

Content



Content Planning



Simple Content Plan



Paid Search



PPC and Hummingbird
• PPC presents the best opportunity to get 

detailed search data which is no longer 
available from Google Analytics organic traffic.

• Using Adwords data we can bypass the thin 
keyword level data and traffic estimates and 
use actual search query data to drive organic 
keyword research decisions



Enhanced Keyword Research

Keywords > Details > Search Terms, All’

Every traffic-related data point (impressions, clicks, CTR) is 
dependent on your ad position for that search query. 
Comparing a search query whose average position is 8 to a 
search query whose average position is 1 doesn’t make much 
sense.



“Medical Supplies”



Keyword Targeting

• Don’t just pick the high volume terms

• Identify value over volume – utilising 
goals/conversions.

• Ensure your goal tracking is right.



Generate New Content Ideas

Problem:
Testing title tags and meta descriptions to improve 
organic CTR is extremely difficult.
Solution:
Setting up ad tests in Adwords. If your site is highly 
dependent on 1 or just a few exact match 
keywords, isolating those keywords in Adwords by 
placing them into their own ad groups is a great 
solution – it removes variables from testing and 
allows your headline and description lines to be 
written exclusively for one search query.



Improve Organic Click Through Rate

Problem:
Testing title tags and meta descriptions to improve 
organic CTR is extremely difficult.

Solution:
Set up ad tests in Adwords. If your site is dependent 
on 1 or a few exact match keywords, isolating those 
keywords in Adwords by placing them into their 
own ad groups allows your headline and description 
lines to be written for one search query.



Tools and Resources

Tools 
& 

Resources



Anchor Text Over Optimisation

• Check your backlinks for “over optimisation”

• If possible change Anchor Text to make it more 
natural looking.

http://www.removeem.com/ratios.php

Worried about Google's Penguin algorithm hitting 
you for over-optimized anchor text? Simply type in 
your URL for a full report of which links might raise 
flags.

http://www.removeem.com/ratios.php




Page Speed

https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespee
d/insights

Tools, data, and insights to improve your page speed. Page speed 
is correlated with better rankings and user engagement, so this 
matters.

https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights




Trends

Google Trends

http://www.google.com/trends/

See what's trending in Google search results and view keyword 
search popularity over time. A must for trends.

Keyword Research

http://www.google.com/trends/




Market Samurai









Schema

http://schema-creator.org/

Structured Data, Technical SEO

Micro-formats are difficult to write by hand. This 
generator from Raven Tools simplifies the task.

http://schema-creator.org/


Personal

Business

Event





Gaining Content Ideas From 
Competitors

Social Crawlytics

https://socialcrawlytics.com/

Social, Analytics

Social Crawlytics allows you to conduct 
competitive research by showing you your 
competitors' most-shared content. Lots of other 
features as well.

https://socialcrawlytics.com/


Track Url Shares and Tweets

http://www.sharedcount.com/
http://www.sharedcount.com/


Keyword Research

Ubersuggest

http://ubersuggest.org/

Keyword Research

Every SEO loves Ubersuggest for 
its ease of use and wealth of 
keyword research ideas. 
Utilising the power of Google 
Suggest, it returns hundreds of 
potential results.

http://ubersuggest.org/


Wordle Content Visualiser

http://www.wordle.net/create

http://www.wordle.net/create


Meta Description Creator
http://www.seomofo.com/snippet-optimizer.html

http://www.seomofo.com/snippet-optimizer.html


SEM Rush
Keyword and PPC Analysis tool (Paid)



Any Questions or Support ?

Contact us now ….



Contact: Chris Parker, Head of Digital

Office: 01795 522781

Mobile: 07775 680012

eMail: chris.parker@perfectlyclearmarketing.co.uk



Contact: Bruce Bell, Managing Director

Office: 01795 522781

Mobile: 07771 548809

eMail: bruce.bell@perfectlyclearmarketing.co.uk




